


Results You Can Clearly See
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Lead increase in first 90 days

Decrease in cost per lead from month 1 to month 3



Labor Panes launched in the early 2000s, and has been successfully 
scaling a profitable business ever since. While they’ve tested many 
different ways to acquire customers, their most successful channel has 
been direct mail advertising. Even though this traditional channel 
continues to be effective, Labor Panes was looking to unlock more growth 
by tapping into the in-market individuals that they know are moving 
online. A unique part of the challenge Labor Panes presented is that it 
operates in a franchise-model, with significant seasonality curves that 
differ by market. This meant there was a lot to consider on how to drive 
the most value for each franchise, as well as for the overall business.

In late 2019, Labor Panes and Grit collaborated to build a partnership that 
enabled each franchise to opt-in to a scalable marketing/lead generation 
plan. This opt-in plan allowed us to create a favorable fee structure for 
each franchisee that they likely couldn’t have found on their own. 
Partnership in place—Labor Panes’ challenge to Grit was simple—build a 
strategy that drives ROI and make sure we can prove it.  

Finding Scale by Going Digital 



The first 90 days of our partnership were critical. We needed to prove that digital marketing was key to profitable 

growth, and we needed the corporate business, as well as each franchisee, to be able to see the proof clearly.

The Window of Opportunity

Crystal Clear View

While we live in a world where terms like “big data” are common, structuring your data to be accurate 

and provide the insights you need, is actually pretty uncommon. To give Labor Panes that “uncommon” 

advantage, we implemented an analytics ecosystem that included Google Tag Manager, Google 

Analytics, Form Tracking, Call Tracking and to top it off, an integration with their CRM for a crystal clear 

view into their data. 

We worked alongside their leadership team to create this ecosystem, which now allows us to tell the full 

story of how each marketing investment is paying off. For example, this gave us the ability to see that 

a lead was generated by Facebook, from a campaign that featured a cat in rain boots, and that we 

know it turned into a closed won deal 1-week after the lead came in. This isn’t something that most 

organizations their size are doing—it gives Labor Panes a big competitive advantage—and a better 

infrastructure to scale their business from.
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Streak-Free Paid Media Focus 

Driving growth is never easy, and sometimes it 

makes sense to pay to accelerate it. Paid Media, 

including Google and Facebook Ads, are great ways 

to reach new customers, but if you aren’t careful, 

you can also spend a lot of money very quickly. 

To make the most of what were initially modest ad 

budgets, we focused on the lowest funnel 

opportunities, Google Search Ads and Facebook 

Remarketing. The remaining budget we had, we 

used to launch ads for highly-focused prospecting 

audiences on Facebook.

We structured campaigns to maximize control over 

each location's budget, while also building it in a 

way that we could easily apply account-wide 

learnings for ad copy, creative, and audiences that 

were most effective. 



Lead Ads & Creative Testing 

Looking specifically at Facebook - we knew this was 

a channel that could bring net new customers by 

reaching an audience that PPC wasn’t getting.

After seeing CPLs over $100 and ROAS under 1.0 in 

early months, through a transition to lead ads 

coupled with testing for the optimal services to 

promote each season - we were able to lower 

CPLs to ~$50 and see ROAS trending at 3.0 

(target).

Check out some of the ad creative that we tested 

into over time:



Squeaky Clean SEO

For a location based business like Labor Panes, there are 

a number of things that you can do to get a leg up on the 

competition when it comes to SEO. In the first 90 days, 

we began implementing a strategy that focused on four 

key areas: Site-wide technical SEO optimizations, 

location specific page optimizations, SEO article 

creation, and link building. 

While only 90 days in, we don’t generally see the true 

impact of our efforts, but we have already started to see 

organic traffic increase each month consecutively.



Flash Forward - SEO Results from 2020 to 2021
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YoY Increase in Organic SEO Sessions
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YoY Increase in Organic Phone Calls

YoY Increase in Organic Lead Form Submissions



Growth Takes Grit
Ready to scale your business through digital marketing?
Let’s talk about how to drive profitable revenue growth together.

Contact alex@thegritgroup.io to start a conversation today!

mailto:alex@thegritgroup.io



